
 

 
 

Kuala Lumpur Declaration on Apportionment and 

Boundary Delimitation 
 

GUIDED by Article 21 of the United Nations' 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights that 

"The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government";  

UPHOLDING the ‘one person, one vote, one value’ (OPOVOV) principle in delimitation of 

constituencies as enshrined in International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); 

RECOGNISING that elections must maximally facilitate representation and promote 

competition and not be subverted into rituals perpetuating the incumbents;  

ACKNOWLEDGING that allocation of legislative seats to the political or administrative divisions 

constituting the political community (nation, state/province, etc) should be calculated based 

on precisely-defined formulas, with mechanisms for reapportionment over time, not arbitrarily 

decided by the legislature or other bodies; 

CONSIDERING the learned viewpoints of institutions including the Venice Commission and the 

International IDEA,  

WE the participants at the “Asia & the Pacific Roundtable Discussion - Boundary Delimitation 

& Malapportionment: Practice & Solutions” at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 28-29 October 2023 

hereby call upon the authorities administering boundary delimitation in Asia and the Pacific 

region to adopt the following principles and recommendations with regard to apportionment, 

boundary delimitation, process and institution of delimitation: 

1. Apportionment of constituencies 

a. As a general principle, all constituencies should have numbers of voters/residents 

within a maximum deviation of 10% from the average, in accordance with the ‘one 

person, one vote, one value’ (OPOVOV) principle. 

b. Over-representation for small or super divisions (states/provinces, etc) should be 

restricted to the upper chamber in a bicameral legislature which may force 

deliberations and compromises, but should not be allowed for the chamber in which 

the government is formed, be it the lower chamber in a bicameral legislature, or a 

unicameral legislature. 

c. Over-representation in favour of rural and inland constituencies is not justified. If 

there are concerns regarding difficulty in outreach to less accessible constituents, or 

rural disadvantage, they should be addressed by appropriate resourcing.  
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2. Boundary Delimitation 

a. Subject to the need to overcome malapportionment, boundaries of administrative units 

with significance in representation should be respected. 

b. Constituency boundaries should be contiguous and relatively compact, subject to 

natural and infrastructure barriers, except those separated by a body of water.  

 

3. Process and Institution in Delimitation 

a. The boundary authority should be independent, impartial and professional. 

b. A delimitation exercise, which should be completed within two years, should 

commence in any of the following circumstances: 

i. Upon meeting the interval, which is the length of two full parliamentary terms; 

ii. Changes in the number of elected representatives; 

iii. Incorporation or formation of new constituent units; or 

iv. Occurrence of malapportionment across 1/3 of constituencies exceeding 10% 

threshold consistently for a year. 

c. When the delimitation process starts, members of the public should be welcome to 

submit their proposals within a reasonable time. 

d. The boundary authority should study and consider these proposals in its 

recommendations, which should be subject to adequate rounds of public scrutiny, 

objection and hearing.  

e. The boundary authority should provide justifications for their recommendations, and 

responses to objections.  

f. All information relevant to the legal criteria for the drawing of boundaries, including 

statistics and maps, should be made available to the public throughout the 

delimitation process.  

g. The final decision by the boundary authority must be binding.  

 

 

 


